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IN THE SUPREME COURT
OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY No. 353 of 1982
BETWEEN:

AUSTRALIAN TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION



AND:
ELMEC PTY LTD



AND:
H. ROOBER
 Plaintiff




First Defendant




Second Defendant


CORAM:	Asche J.



REASONS FOR JUDGMENT
(Delivered the 15th day of December 1986)


This is an application by way of notice of motion, filed on 8 December 1986, that judgment be entered in favour of the first and second defendants against the plaintiff, and that the plaintiff pay the first and second defendant's costs of and incidental to the action, including the costs of and incidental to the second defendant's contribution proceedings against the first defendant.	Such costs to be taxed or agreed.





The action commenced on 5 August 1982, when the plaintiff, the Australian Telecommunications Commission, issued a writ against both defendants seeking damages for negligence to property owned by the plaintiffs; such negligence it being alleged being caused by the action of the second named defendant in the course of his employment with the first named defendant.

The notice of motion to which I have referred is brought on behalf of both the first and second named defendants.	The action appears to have had an unfortunate history, and counsel for both the first and second defendants have pointed out to me various orders which were made as a result of the lack of the plaintiff's solicitor to fulfil the appropriate procedural steps.	One of these defaults was a failure to answer interrogatories delivered by the first defendant on 10 June 1986; and on 9 October 1986 Kearney J. made this order:


"(1) In the event that interrogatories delivered by the first defendant and filed on 10 June 1986 are not answered within fourteen (14) days, the plaintiff's proceedings stand dismissed."


His Honour made a consequential order that the plaintiff pay the first defendant's costs of and incidental to the application in any event.



It is common ground that interrogatories were not delivered within the time specified, and consequently the order made by Kearney J, which is the sort of order frequently referred to as a self executing order, came into force, and the plaintiff's proceedings stand dismissed.

The defendants now move for judgment.	When the matter came before me, Mr Coulehan, on behalf of the plaintiff, presented two affidavits.	These affidavits were from officers of the plaintiff, and I think I fairly summarise then by saying that they had no knowledge of the course of the action, that in effect they relied upon their solicitor, and that they had only recently learned of what had transpired.

Mr Coulehan, on behalf of the plaintiff, has not sought any order setting aside the order made by Kearney J, or seeking leave in any way to allow the plaintiff to continue the proceedings.

Nor is such leave sought in the affidavits which, as I say, confine themselves to saying that the officers of the plaintiff were unaware of the course of the action, or the course which their solicitor was taking or, perhaps more accurately, not taking.



Mr Coulehan, however, submits that the application for entry of judgment cannot be made; and he relies upon various authorities which rule that once an order dismissing an action has come into force, there is no further jurisdiction in court to interfere with that order.	He relies upon King v Davenport (1879) 4 QBD: 402, and Johnson and Company Limited v Clifford (1904) W.A.L.R. 130.		In the latter case the headnote reads:


"Where an order is made by a Judge dismissing an action in default of filing answers to interrogatories by a certain date, and such answers are not so filed, a Judge has no power on a subsequent application to extend the time."



See also Nixon v Phelan & Son (1960) V.R. 94 where Sholl J. ruled that:


"An order if the plaintiff does not deliver further particulars of his statement of claim within a specified period, the action shall be dismissed, is not a 'judgment by default' with R.S.C.O. XXVII, r. 15, and there is no power under that rule to set it aside.	The proper course is by way of appeal to the Full Court."


Mr Coulehan also cites the judgrnent of the High Court in Bailey v Marinoff (1971) 125 C.L.R. 529 to the effect that there is no inherent power in a court to deal further with an appeal which has already been dismissed by formal order, in conformity with an order pronounced where



the order was entered before an application to vary it was made.	He relies on statements such as by Barwick C.J. at page 530, where His Honour says:


"Once an order disposiny of a proceeding has been perfected by being drawn up as the record of a court, that proceeding apart from any specific and relevant statutory provision is at an end in that court and is in its substance, in my opinion, beyond recall by that court.•


It seems to me, with respect to Mr Coulehan, that those authorities are not relevant here.

The defendants are not asking the court to set aside, or in any way interfere with the order of Kearney J. All they are doing is asking the court to make orders which flow from and do not derogate from those orders.

It seems to me that to say that the action is at an end when an order for dismissal is made, does not prevent the party who has succeeded, from obtaining what flows from that action being at an end; that is, a recognition that he is entitled to judgment.

The dismissal of the action in the terms of Kearney J's order, upon the failure to deliver interrogatories within the time specified, means according to the authorities which I have mentioned, that the court would



then have no power to rescind that order; but it does not mean the court cannot do what flows from that order, and that is to enter judgment.	That, in my respectful view, is made clear by the judgment of Muirhead J. in the case of
S & Y Investment No. 2 Pty Ltd (In Liquidation) v Commercial Union Assurance Company of Australia Ltd, a judgment presently unreported, being given on 17 May 1985.

In that case there was an application that judgment be entered for the plaintiff in consequence of the defendant's failure to answer interrogatories as ordered by the Chief Justice.	That application came before O'Leary J, who ordered by consent that the defendant answer the plaintiff's interrogatories within 28 days, and in the event of failing to do so, the defence would be struck out.	The defendant's answers were not received, and the plaintiff filed the praecipe for judgment, and judgment was entered on
10 April 1985.


The application before Muirhead J. was that the judgment be set aside; and that was based partly on the fact that the answers to interrogatories had not been delivered by an oversight, but also on the fact that O'Leary J. had not provided in his order that judgment be entered accordingly.	Muirhead J. was of the opinion that that may well have been a deliberate action on the part of O'Leary J. on the basis that the defendant would have a right to seek that the original order be set aside.



Although His Honour was there speaking of an interlocutory judgment, the principles are in my view the same.	The intention of Kearney J. in making the orders which he did make, without adding that judgment be entered accordingly, seems to me to have been the same as Muirhead
J. divined of the intentions of O'Leary J. in the earlier
case of S & Y Investments; that is, His Honour was not prepared to allow a judgment to be entered without some further opportunity given to the plaintiff to put before the court any matters which the plaintiff might wish to raise to resist the ultimate order.

The effect of the present application is that the plaintiff has been given that opportunity, and has not taken it.	It seems to me that it is not a case where the master should be asked to enter judgment, but - as the defendants have moved here under order 41, rule 1, - that the court be asked by motion for judgment.

Muirhead J. also relied upon the West Australian case of Oskar v Bank of New South Wales (1984) W.A.R. at
262.	The headnote to that case reads:



"The appellant having failed to answer interrogatories pursuant to an order requiring him to do so, the respondent applied for and got an order under O 27, r 8(1) of the Supreme Court Rules that unless the appellant supplied the answers by a soecified date the appellant's defence should be struck out, but the order did not provide 'that judgment be entered accordingly'.	The appellant



failed to comply with the order and the respondent thereupon entered judgment in default of defence under O 22, r 2,f which allows the plaintiff to enter judgment where the defendant fails to serve a defence.	The appellant then applied to the Acting Master for an order setting aside the judgment as irregular because entered without the authority of an order of the court, as required by O 41, r l."


(I interpolate there that the West Australian Order 41, rule

1 appears to be the same as the Northern Territory order.)



"The Acting Master having dismissed this application, the appellant applied for leave to appeal."


The Full Court granted leave and allowed the appeal on the basis that the striking out of the defence, without more, did not place the defendant in the same position as if he had not defended.

But His Honour was of the view that there was no power in the deputy master to enter judgment in the absence of those words.	His Honour said this at page 10:


"The issue which I must determine is whether an order made in the form of that made by O'Leary J. which does not include the words 'and judgment be entered accordingly' entitles the plaintiff where the defendant is in default to enter judgment pursuant to the Rules I have mentioned without further order of the Court or is a motion for judgment required pursuant to Order 41 rl?"



His Honour was of the opinion that judgment could not be entered without the further motion for judgment pursuant to order 41, rule 1.	But in saying that, it seems to me that His Honour was making it clear that that step was within the discretion of the plaintiff to take.	His Honour said at page 15:


"It is not unlikely that O'Leary J, in framing his order, wished to ensure that it would not be self operating to the extent of judgment.	Modern authorities show clearly how cautious the courts are in pronouncing self operating orders which by their nature conclude an action in the future irrespective of unpredictable events which may have taken place by the time judgement is entered.	The merit of requiring motion for judgment is that the defendant against whom judgment is sought has at least an opportunity to put his case or show
c au s e . 11


In this case Broers v Foster (1981) 36 A.L.R. at 605, Deane J. said this at page 624:


"The entry of interlocutory judgment and the associated issue of a formal order are steps adverse to the party against whom the judgment is entered and the order issued.	In the present case, those steps involved a certification that the appellants had lost the right to dispute, and the chance to avoid, liability and that the appellants were subject to an unquantified liability to pay compensatory damages to the respondent.	They are acts performed by the court, through the Registrar, as steps in the resolution of the litigation between the parties involved.	They are not acts which, of their nature, are required to be taken ex parte pending an opportunity of being heard being extended to the other party or parties.	There is not, on my understanding, any settled practice that a party is entitled to have an interlocutory judgment under a self-operating order entered



without the opportunity to be heard being extended to the other party or parties (see, for example, Purcell v F C Trigell Ltd, supra, at 363, where the Registrar's order that judgment be entered was made upon summons for judgment, but cf, for example, Pollard v Incorporated Nominal Defendant [1972] VR 955 at 958, where judgment was apparently entered ex parte).	In these circumstances, and subject to any clear contrary intention appearing from an Act of the Parliament or Rule of Court, the principles of natural justice, applicable to all courts, require that, if possible issues of fact or law are involved, the party, against whom a judgment is being entered and a formal order is being issued, be accorded an opportunity of being heard (see, generally, Taylor v Taylor (1979) 25 ALR 418)."


The Full Court held that, unless the order striking out the defence had gone on to say that judgment be entered accordingly, judgment cannot be entered under the West Australian order 22, rule 2; and to obtain judgment the plaintiff must move for it under order 41, rule 1.

Again it seems to me that that case is authority for saying that the defendants here, once the order of Kearney J had become operative, were entitled to move under order 41, rule 1 for judgment.

For those reasons therefore I make the orders sought in the notice of motion; and those orders are as follows: (1) That judgment be entered in favour of the first and second defendants against the plaintiff. (2) That the plaintiff pay the first and second defendants costs of and incidental to the action, including the costs of and incidental to the second defendant's contribution proceedings against the first defendant, such costs to be taxed or agreed.

